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Cabaret, Punk, Pop with an activist edge. An intimate live album featuring new songs about touring,

heartbreak, and scary imaginary monsters breathing outside KOA tents in Midwestern states. 14 MP3

Songs FOLK: like Ani, POP: Piano Details: ABOUT "STORIES FROM THE ROAD" "Stories from the

Road" is an intimate live album featuring new songs about touring, heartbreak, and scary imaginary

monsters breathing outside KOA tents in Midwestern states. It's full of coffee cup clinks, unexpected

laughter, and the gritty, no-holds-barred vibrato than only seems to happen in front of a live audience.

This album is "pure Athena" like no other. Intimate stage banter reveals life on the road, and the simple

instrumentation (piano, electric guitar  vocals) strips her songs down to their original, raw power. Sit back,

relax, and enjoy the spontaneity, beauty, and magic that can only happen live. "Stories from the Road"

was recorded live at The Free Times Caf in Toronto in February 2005, and at Uncommon Ground in

Chicago in April 2005. This is Athena's 4th CD album. ABOUT ATHENA: Athena Reich is an

anarcho-feminist cabaret-punk pop star. Her music speaks boldly about issues of violence, sexuality and

peace. She combines a chilling 4-octave range voice with gorgeous piano and guitar arrangements. Think

Aimee Mann, Diamanda Galas, Ani DiFranco, Laurie Anderson and Tori Amos with a theatrical twist.

Athena tours constantly across North America, and has opened for Sarah McLauchlan and Jim Carrey.

She is author and star of "Athena Under Attack" (a one-act rock opera about 9/11, cycles of abuse 

peace) that has been produced by various theaters and festivals across the continent. Her 3rd release,

Most recently, "Stranger Things Have Happened" features a full band with quirky string and horn

arrangements. Her latest release is an intimate live album entitled "Stories from the Road". She has been

featured in the Montreal Gazette, She Magazine, GO NYC, Big Breakfast TV and more. And, she just got

a national distribution deal with Goldenrod music! Athena is constantly pushing boundaries, mocking
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taboo, and laughing truth.
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